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1. Introduction

Native extracellular matrix (ECM) can reg-
ulate the interactions between cells and 
ligands by exerting nanoscale and cyclic 
stretching and shrinking of ligands, such 
as Arg–Gly–Asp (RGD) ligand, in various 
tissues and organs (including bone,[1] 
muscle,[2] and heart[3]) in vivo. Cyclic 
stretching of cell-adhesive ECM proteins, 
such as collagen, can mediate the spreading 
and mechanotransduction of adherent cells 
by facilitating dynamic binding of integrin 
receptor to RGD ligand to stimulate the 
organization of cytoskeletal actin and focal 
adhesion complexes. Furthermore, it has 
been reported that cyclic mechanical loading 
to native bone tissue significantly enhanced 
bone formation rate.[1] Designing novel 
materials that allow remote, in situ, and 
cyclic control of nanoscale stretching and 
shrinking of ligand presentation can emu-
late native bone ECM microenvironment[4] 
to help unravel dynamic and nanoscale cell–
ligand interactions in vivo and effectively 
regulate dynamic cellular adhesion, mecha-
notransduction, and differentiation.[5]

Native extracellular matrix (ECM) can exhibit cyclic nanoscale stretching 
and shrinking of ligands to regulate complex cell–material interactions. 
Designing materials that allow cyclic control of changes in intrinsic ligand-
presenting nanostructures in situ can emulate ECM dynamicity to regu-
late cellular adhesion. Unprecedented remote control of rapid, cyclic, and 
mechanical stretching (“ON”) and shrinking (“OFF”) of cell-adhesive RGD 
ligand-presenting magnetic nanocoils on a material surface in five repeated 
cycles are reported, thereby independently increasing and decreasing ligand 
pitch in nanocoils, respectively, without modulating ligand-presenting surface 
area per nanocoil. It is demonstrated that cyclic switching “ON” (ligand 
nanostretching) facilitates time-regulated integrin ligation, focal adhesion, 
spreading, YAP/TAZ mechanosensing, and differentiation of viable stem cells, 
both in vitro and in vivo. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) 
imaging reveals magnetic switching “ON” (stretching) and “OFF” (shrinking) 
of the nanocoils inside animals. Versatile tuning of physical dimensions 
and elements of nanocoils by regulating electrodeposition conditions is also 
demonstrated. The study sheds novel insight into designing materials with 
connected ligand nanostructures that exhibit nanocoil-specific nano-spaced 
declustering, which is ineffective in nanowires, to facilitate cell adhesion. This 
unprecedented, independent, remote, and cytocompatible control of ligand 
nanopitch is promising for regulating the mechanosensing-mediated differen-
tiation of stem cells in vivo.
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Remote and active control of ECM-mimicking ligand-nano-
engineered materials[6] using various stimuli[7] can regulate and 
elucidate dynamic interactions between cells and nanoscale 
ligands at the molecular level, thereby benefiting the advance-
ment of safe patient-tailorable therapies.[8,9] A recent study 
showed that the application of negative and positive electric 
potentials to materials suppressed and facilitated cell adhesion, 
respectively, by controlling RGD accessibility.[10] Light illumina-
tion[11,12] has been utilized to activate light-responsive materials 
to temporally modulate cell adhesion and differentiation[13] 
through ligand photocleavage,[13–15] photoisomerization,[16,17] 
or photothermal effect.[18] It has been recently that NIR light 
irradiation in different intensities can modulate photoisomeri-
zation[16] to regulate cell adhesion or photocleavage to regulate 
stem cell differentiation into adipocytes or osteoblasts.[15] High-
strength tissue-penetrating magnetic fields[19] (7 T) have been 
safely used on patients.[20] In our other studies, we utilized mag-
netic nanoparticles to magnetically control their alignment,[21] 

sliding,[22] macroscale movement,[23] or ligand uncaging,[24] to 
dynamically regulate cellular adhesion.[25] However, none of the 
previous studies have demonstrated the remote, in situ, and 
cyclic control of structural changes in nanomaterial themselves 
coated with ligand to reversibly regulate cellular adhesion both 
in vitro and in vivo.

In this present study, we report for the first time that mag-
netic control of cyclic and nanoscale stretching (“ON”) and 
shrinking (“OFF”) of RGD ligand-presenting nanocoils on 
material surface in situ regulates stem cell adhesion both in 
vitro and in vivo (Scheme 1). Electrodeposition condition- 
regulated development of such uniquely shaped[26,27] ligand 
CoFe nanocoils enabled the magnetic and independent manipu-
lation of intrinsic changes in their nanodimensions (i.e., ligand 
pitch in the nanocoils). We confirmed that the wire diameter 
and outer nanocoil diameter of the ligand-bearing nanocoils 
remained constant in the presence and absence of magnetic 
field, thereby suggesting constant ligand-presenting surface 
area per nanocoil and thus constant macroscale ligand density 
irrespective of magnetic field application. Our present study uti-
lizing remote control of intrinsic changes in magnetic ligand 
nanodimensions is in contrast with prior studies, in which the 
movement of spherical nanoparticles[22,24,28,29] was exploited 
without their nanostructural changes. Our present study utilizes 
structural changes of magnetic ligand-presenting nanocoils 
and is thus different from previous studies demonstrating the  
modulation of spacing[30] with dynamic changes,[29,31] cluster 
size and density,[32] ordering,[33] and local versus global den-
sity[34] of ligand-bearing spherical nanomaterials[35,36] or 
micropatterns[37] that do not change their intrinsic structures.

We demonstrate the magnetic switching “ON” (i.e., 
stretching of ligand-presenting nanocoils) that independently 
increases intra-nanocoil ligand pitch (without modulating 
ligand-presenting nanocoil surface area), which facilitated 
viable stem cell adhesion and mechanosensing in repeated 
cycles and consequential stem cell differentiation both in vitro 
and in vivo (Scheme  1). Thus, it is beneficial to design mate-
rials with connected ligand nanostructures that are slightly 
nano-spaced (i.e., declustered) to promote cell adhesion. The 
surfaces of nanocoils are not completely flat and thus partially 
anchored to material surfaces, which enabled cyclic stretching 
and shrinking of non-material-anchored surfaces of nanocoils. 
This unprecedented, independent, and remote control of ligand 
nanopitch can be a breakthrough in designing novel materials 
to regulate stem cell adhesion and subsequent differentiation 
in vivo for enabling regenerative therapies.

2. Results and Discussion

To remotely control the changes in the intrinsic ligand nano-
structures without modulating ligand-presenting surface area 
per nanostructure, we developed magnetic CoFe nanocoils via 
tuning of nanoporous template-assisted electrodeposition con-
ditions by including vanadium oxide ions and ascorbic acid in 
single mixed metal precursor solution (Figure S1, Supporting 
Information). We present versatile tuning of physical dimen-
sions (length and diameter) of CoFe nanocoils and elements 
of Co nanocoils by regulating electrodeposition conditions, 
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such as deposition time, template pore size, and single 
cobalt-containing precursor solution, respectively. High-angle 
annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(HAADF-STEM) with energy-dispersive spectra and mapping 
as well as electron energy loss spectra and mapping collectively 
confirmed helical shape of nanocoils with homogeneous distri-
bution of Co and Fe elements with an average composition of 
Co50Fe50 at.% (Figures 1a and Figures S2 and S3, Supporting 
Information). High-resolution STEM (HR-STEM) at atomic 
resolution, HR-TEM, and X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra col-
lectively confirmed periodic lattice fringes with average lattice 
spacing of approximately 2.02 ± 0.02 Å, corresponding to (110) 
plane in body-centered cubic crystal structure of CoFe phase in 
nanocoils (Figures S4, S5, and S6, Supporting Information). 
Vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) confirmed revers-
ible magnetic properties of CoFe nanocoils, thereby enabling 
reversible magnetic switching of “ON” (stretching) and “OFF” 
(shrinking) (Figure 1b). We demonstrate for the first time in situ 
tensile loading measurements of the “nanocoils” using Push-
to-Pull device with SEM-FIB dual beam system.[38] We showed 
that the nanocoil is elastically elongated without fracture up 
to approximately 1.57  ± 0.21  GPa at strain of 0.024  ± 0.001  
(Figure 1c and Figure S10a,b).

Next, to enable in situ time-regulated stretching and 
shrinking of ligand-bearing nanocoils on material surface, we 
functionalized and chemically coupled the magnetic nanocoils 
to material surfaces. Fourier transform infrared spectra revealed 
successful coupling of aminocaproic acid and PEGylated RGD 
peptides to the nanocoils via the carboxylate group and amide 

bond, respectively (Figure S7, Supporting Information). The 
carboxylate group on nanocoils was grafted to aminated mate-
rial surfaces. Thiolated RGD peptide ligand was subsequently 
coupled to the nanocoil surfaces via poly(ethylene glycol) 
(PEG) linker (Figure S8, Supporting Information). To mini-
mize non-ligand-specific cell adhesion, non-nanocoil-covered 
areas were PEGylated. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images in low and high magnifications confirmed homogene-
ously distributed material-coupled ligand-bearing nanocoils at 
a density of approximately 59 955  ± 5984 nanocoils per mm2 
(Figures 1d and Figure S9, Supporting Information). Compared 
to relevant references utilizing ligand-presenting gold nano-
particles (approximately 8–10 nm) that promoted cell adhesion 
in the ligand spacing below 70 nm,[29,33,34,39] we used the sub-
strate with relatively higher ligand spacing between the bigger 
ligand-presenting nanocoils since it allowed clear elucidation of 
the effect of magnetic switching of ligand nanostretching and 
nanoshrinking on effectively regulating time-regulated mecha-
nosensing-dependent differentiation of stem cells.

We next characterized reversible magnetic switching “ON” 
(stretching) and “OFF” (shrinking) of ligand-presenting nano-
coils without modulating ligand-presenting surface area per 
nanocoil via in situ magnetic atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
imaging. Serial AFM imaging of scanning identical areas 
clearly revealed that placing a permanent magnet near the 
edge of materials promoted stretching of the ligand-presenting 
nanocoils in situ toward the edge of the materials (“ON”) 
and removing the magnet induced their reversible shrinking 
to the original nanostructures (“OFF”) (Figure  1e,f). Linear 

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the methodology in this study. Magnetic control of time-regulated stretching (“ON”) and shrinking (“OFF”) of 
ligand-presenting nanocoils in situ on material surfaces while maintaining a similar ligand surface area per nanocoil and thus constant macroscale 
ligand density. Magnetic switching “ON” (i.e., stretching of ligand-presenting nanocoils) facilitated cyclic adhesion and mechanosensing of stem cells, 
both in vitro and in vivo, and their consequential differentiation.
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height profiles along the axis of nanocoils were used to quan-
tify nanoscale dimensions under cyclic magnetic switching 
(“ON”, “OFF”, and “ON”) (Figure  1g). The outer nanocoil 
diameter remained nearly constant (from 174 to 180  nm with 
no significant differences) during cyclic switching. The wire 
diameter also remained constant (from 66 to 71  nm with no 
significant differences). These suggest that ligand-presenting 
surface areas of each nanocoil and thus macroscale ligand 
density remain constant during cyclic switching. We designed 
their dimensions to be similar to the size of integrin receptors 

(≈10 nm) to allow each ligand-presenting coil-specific isotropic 
integrin recruitment.[40] In stark contrast, the nanocoil length 
exhibited significantly different changes from 1241 ± 28  nm 
(“ON”) to 995 ± 4 nm (“OFF”) to 1255 ± 18 nm (“ON”), which 
accordingly enable an increase (“ON”) and decrease (“OFF”) in 
the pitch of ligand-presenting nanocoil. The magnetically con-
trolled cyclic stretching and shrinking of the ligand-presenting 
nanocoils were visualized and quantified in “two repeated  
cycles” (“OFF–ON–OFF–ON–OFF”), which accordingly enabled 
consistent increase (“ON”) and decrease (“OFF”) in the pitch 

Figure 1. Remote control of reversible stretching (“ON”) and shrinking (“OFF”) of ligand-bearing nanocoils without modulating the ligand surface area 
per nanocoil. a) HAADF-STEM, elemental mapping, b) VSM hysteresis, and c) stress–strain curve (under in situ tensile loading) of CoFe nanocoils. 
The magnetic moment is normalized to the maximum value of the magnetic moment as a function of magnetic field strength. d) SCMSCM of material-
coupled ligand-bearing nanocoils. e) Schematic illustration and f) in situ magnetic AFM of ligand-bearing nanocoils partially covalently anchored to 
material surfaces under reversible magnetic switching “ON” and “OFF” with linear height profiles and g) quantification of the length, outer diameter, 
and wire diameter of ligand-bearing nanocoils. Scale bars: 250 nm (HAADF-STEM and elemental mapping), 1 µm (SEM), and 500 nm (AFM).
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of ligand-presenting nanocoil (Figure S11a,b, Supporting Infor-
mation). As control experiments, static serial AFM imaging of 
identical areas without the magnet exhibited negligible struc-
tural changes in nanocoil (Figure S12, Supporting Information).

We conducted in situ magnetic confocal microscopy imaging 
for “real-time” monitoring of magnetically controlled motion 
of the nanocoils for the first time. We showed that the ligand-
presenting nanocoils exhibit rapid cyclic stretching (expan-
sion, magnet “ON”) within 30 s and shrinking (magnet “OFF”) 
within 30 s for “5 repeated cycles”, which were intact (Movie S1, 
Supporting Information). The faint black (defocused) color in 
the shrinking (“OFF”) condition emerged at the majority part 
of the nanocoil (that appears to be bent out of the plane) and 
the clear black (focused) color in the stretching (“ON”) condi-
tion emerged across the whole nanocoil (that appears to be 
straightened. These findings may suggest that the nanocoil is 
partially and covalently coupled to material surface to enable 
cyclic stretching and shrinking of non-coupled surfaces of 
nanocoils on material surface. Furthermore, we simultaneously 
imaged the ligand-presenting nanocoils and adherent stem 
cells for 6 h, which revealed that the ligand-presenting nano-
coils were intact (not internalized by the cells) (Movie S2, Sup-
porting Information).

Next, we examined whether remote control of time-regulated 
switching “ON” (stretching) and “OFF” (shrinking) of ligand-
bearing nanocoils can regulate cyclic adhesion of human 
mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs).[41,42] Immunofluorescence 
revealed that magnetic switching “ON” facilitated significantly 
higher adherent cell density and focal adhesion over a wider 
area and vinculin clustering in focal adhesion complexes than 
magnetic switching “OFF” (Figure S13a,b, Supporting Informa-
tion). Cyclic switching “ON” (stretching) and “OFF” (shrinking) 
of ligand-bearing nanocoils promoted and inhibited time-reg-
ulated integrin β1 expression and focal adhesion of stem cells, 
respectively, in repeated cycles (Figures 2a and Figure S14, Sup-
porting Information). We believe the magnetic switching “ON” 
facilitates integrin β1 ligation to the RGD ligand-presenting 
stretched nanocoils that mediates focal adhesion (vinculin 
clusters) assembly, thereby facilitating F-actin assembly of 
stem cells. As control experiments, we prepared two different 
CoFe nanocoils and two different CoFe (non-coiled) nanowires 
in 1.0 and 1.3  µm lengths and coupled them to the substrate 
(Figures S15a,b and S16a,b). We found that 1.0 µm-long ligand-
presenting nanocoils in the magnetic“ON” condition (that are 
stretched to 1.3  µm in length) exhibited similar levels of cell 
adhesion compared to 1.3 µm-long ligand-presenting nanocoils 
in the “OFF” condition and higher levels of cell adhesion com-
pared to 1.0 µm-long ligand-presenting nanocoils in the “OFF” 
conditions (Figures S17 and S18). In stark contrast, we found 
that 1.3  µm-long (non-coiled) nanowires did not significantly 
promote cell adhesion compared with 1.0 µm-long nanowires, 
suggesting that the cell adhesion promoted by the magneti-
cally controlled increase in the length in the nanocoil in the 
“ON” condition was nanocoil shape-specific regulation. We 
found that magnetic switching “ON” (stretching) and “OFF” 
(shrinking) of CoFe nanocoils were not cytotoxic to adherent 
stem cells with nearly all cells alive after 48 h, which proves 
their cytocompatibility (Figure S19a,b, Supporting Informa-
tion). As control experiments, minimal cell adhesion occurred 

with no significant differences under magnetic switching “ON” 
and “OFF” in the absence of RGD ligand or nanocoils, proving 
the necessity of both RGD ligand and nanocoils to support 
and remotely regulate stem cell adhesion (Figure S20a,b, Sup-
porting Information).

Interestingly, these findings suggest that slightly nano-
spaced declustering (according to increasing ligand nanopitch) 
of the connected ligand nanostructures (e.g., ligand-presenting 
nanocoils) under magnetic switching “ON” (nanostretching) 
without modulating ligand-presenting surface area activates cell 
adhesion, which sheds an insight into novel design of mate-
rials. We are currently investigating the effect of modulation of 
nanocoil pitch and wire diameter by modulating the amount 
of metal precursor and current density on magnetic switching-
regulated cell adhesion. Furthermore, we used a magnet with 
higher magnetic strength (approximately 2 T) than 270 mT 
used in this study and found no significant increase in ligand 
nanopitch (data not shown). This suggests that our magnetic 
control of nanostretching will be consistent in tesla-scale mag-
netic applications currently used in clinical setting.

The integrin ligation-mediated focal adhesion and spreading 
of stem cells activate mechanotransduction signaling that can 
mediate stem cell differentiation.[43–45] It has been reported that 
cyclic mechanical loading to native bone markedly elevated 
bone formation rate.[1] Therefore, we investigated whether 
such natural effect is consistently applicable to the effect of our 
remote and time-regulated switching “ON” (nanostretching) and 
“OFF” (nanoshrinking) on osteogenic differentiation of stem 
cells. We found that time-regulated magnetic switching “ON” 
(nanostretching) stimulates significantly higher nuclear trans-
location of YAP mechanotransducers[46] of stem cells (including 
“OFF–ON–OFF” and “ON–OFF–ON” groups) in a reversible 
manner (Figure  2b and Figure S21, Supporting Information). 
We also found that temporal magnetic switching “ON” (nano-
stretching) reversibly facilitates higher nuclear TAZ transloca-
tion and pronounced expression of early markers (significantly 
higher alkaline phosphatase-positive cells, RUNX2/ALP gene 
expression, nuclear translocation in RUNX2, and late marker 
(pronounced osteocalcin expression) for osteogenic differen-
tiation in stem cells (Figures  2c and Figures S22a,b, S23, S24 
and S25a,b, Supporting Information). We next found that mag-
netic switching “ON”-induced mechanosensing of stem cells 
involves signaling molecules, such as myosin II, rho-associated  
protein kinase (ROCK), and actin polymerization, which 
positively regulate pronounced nuclear localization of YAP/
TAZ mechanotransducers (Figures S26a,b and S27a,b). Taken 
together, magnetic switching “ON” mediates stem cell differen-
tiation through YAP/TAZ mechanotransduction.

We next investigated whether our proven remote and time-
regulated switching “ON” (nanostretching)-facilitated mechano-
sensing-mediated differentiation of stem cells remains effective 
in vivo with host cells. We implanted materials presenting 
ligand-bearing nanocoils into subcutaneous pockets of nude 
mice and then injected hMSCs onto the materials (Figure 3a).  
We placed the magnet near the edge of the materials (on the 
abdomen side) (“ON”) or removed (“OFF”) it to establish 
time-regulated switching. We performed in vivo fluorescence 
resonance energy transfer (FRET) imaging to verify reversible 
stretching of the nanocoils under magnetic control for the first 
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Figure 2. Cyclic magnetic switching “ON” for ligand nanostretching in situ promotes time-regulated adhesion, mechanosensing, and differentiation 
of stem cells. a–c) Immunofluorescence for F-actin and nuclei with vinculin (a), YAP (b), and ALP (c) staining of adherent stem cells under cyclic 
switching “ON” and “OFF”. Scale bars: 50 µm.
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time. We coupled the first set of Au nanoparticles (AuNPs) to 
the nanocoils and coated the first set of AuNPs with amino-
Cy3 fluorescent dye (donor). We then coupled the second set 
of AuNPs to the nanocoils and then coated the second set of 
AuNPs with amino-Cy5 fluorescent dye (acceptor) to prepare  
Au(Cy3)–Au(Cy5)–nanocoils. We confirmed size uniformity 
of the AuNPs used for nanocoil coupling via TEM imaging 
and DLS analysis (Figure S28a,c, Supporting Information). 
We imaged significantly lower FRET signals under high 
magnetic field inducing the stretching of the implanted the 

Au(Cy3)–Au(Cy5)–nanocoils compared to low magnetic field 
inducing their shrinking (Figure 3a–c).

By immunofluorescent staining, we also confirmed the 
injected hMSCs that had adhered to the materials by detecting 
co-localization of human-specific nuclear antigen (HuNu) and 
DAPI-positive nuclei in all groups (Figure S29, Supporting 
Information). Immunofluorescence confirmed that in vivo time-
regulated switching “ON” (“OFF–ON” and “ON–ON” groups) 
stimulates significantly higher adherent density and focal adhe-
sion of stem cells over a wider area and vinculin clustering, and 

Figure 3. In vivo time-regulated “ON” to induce ligand nanostretching facilitates mechanosensing-mediated differentiation of stem cells. a) Schematic 
representation of subcutaneous implantation and injection of stem cells under magnetic field. b,c) Transmission electron microscopy of the Au(Cy3 
donor)–Au(Cy5 acceptor)–nanocoils used for in vivo FRET imaging (b) and signal quantification (c). Scale bar: 500 nm. d) immunofluorescence for 
YAP and vinculin with actin and nuclei and e) RUNX2 with human-specific HuNu and nuclei in stem cells injected onto subcutaneously implanted 
materials under time-regulated magnetic switching “ON” and “OFF”. Scale bars:50 µm.
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YAP mechanotransduction (Figure  3d and Figure S30, Sup-
porting Information). We also found that in vivo switching “ON” 
facilitates significantly higher nuclear translocation of RUNX2  
co-localized with HuNu, thereby stimulating osteogenic dif-
ferentiation (i.e., normal physiological function) of stem cells 
in vivo, coexistent with adhered host immune cells (NIMP-
R14-positive neutrophils) (Figure  3e and Figures S31 and 
S32a,b, Supporting Information). Co and Fe elements natu-
rally exist as ions in the body. A recent study has demonstrated 
that CoFe-based nanomaterials exhibit no systemic toxicity to 
various organs, such as brain, kidney, lung, liver, and spleen 
and their functionality in vivo.[47] SEM imaging of the nanocoil-
coated substrate after implantation into mice (under magnetic 
switching “ON” and “OFF”) revealed that the nanocoils were 
intact inside the animals (Figure S33, Supporting Information). 
Therefore, our time-regulated stretching of ligand-presenting 
CoFe nanocoils in situ offers unprecedented opportunities 
in safe, remote, and effective control of mechanosensing-
dependent stem cell differentiation over prolonged time for 
potential regenerative therapies.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we tune electrodeposition conditions to develop 
CoFe nanocoils and chemically couple them to material sur-
faces to allow unprecedented, remote, and in situ control of 
cyclic nanoscale stretching (“ON”) and shrinking (“OFF”) of 
ligand-presenting magnetic nanocoils, which independently 
increases and decreases ligand pitch in nanocoils, respectively. 
This magnetic switching “ON” and “OFF” maintains both 
outer nanocoil diameter and wire diameter constant, thereby 
keeping both ligand-presenting surface area per nanocoil and 
macroscale ligand density invariant. We demonstrate that 
magnetic switching “ON” (ligand nanostretching) promotes 
cytocompatible focal adhesion, spreading, and mechanotrans-
duction of stem cells in repeated cycles that facilitate their con-
sequential differentiation both in vitro and in vivo. Magnetic 
switching “ON”-mediated YAP/TAZ mechanosensing of stem 
cells involves signaling molecules, such as myosin II, ROCK, 
and actin polymerization. These findings can be applied to 
design novel materials presenting slightly nano-spaced ligand 
declustering to stimulate cell adhesion. Tunability of electro-
deposition conditions can regulate nanocoil pitch and wire 
diameter to enable further investigations of the effect of in situ 
ligand declustering on cell adhesion. Magnetic control of lateral 
stretchability of nanocoils may be utilized as an electric switch 
allowing reversible contact between electrodes. Furthermore, 
this remote control of in situ time-regulated nanocoil stretching 
can be translated to cytocompatible[47] in vivo regulation of the 
mechanosensing-mediated differentiation of stem cells for 
tissue regeneration.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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